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TECHNOLOGYSIMPLIFIED

STAR and Campus Tech come together for new Tech Service Desk
Humna Sharif
Staff Writer

On March 30, 2015 the Student
Technical Assistance and Resources
(STAR) desk in the library was
wrapped up and closed to make
way for a new approach to technical
support services here at Parkland. The
Campus Tech team and STAR decided
to pool their resources to form a joint
Tech Service Desk in room A-184.
Prior to this, the Employee Tech
Support Desk (Campus Technologies
Hotline) and STAR were completely
separate entities with separate phone
numbers, websites and locations on
campus.
“We did this in an effort to simplify
things, and to make getting technical
help less complicated for our users,”
IT Service Desk Coordinator Sara
Stone said. “Since these two were
essentially the same, so it made much
more sense to combine them into a
single entity which is now the new
Tech Service Desk.”
The new Tech Service Desk
employs two full time and three part
time employees who assist students,
faculty and staff with all Parkland
related electronic systems, such as
email, Wi-Fi, Cobra, My Parkland
and printing. Tech Services is also
the place where employees report

Photo by Zonghui Li | The Prospectus
Pictured above are Parkland’s Tech Service Desk staff members from left to right, Sara Stone, IT Service Desk Coordinator,
Jason Gordan, part-time Service Desk Lead Assistant, and Beth Followell, Senior Computer Operator, on Tuesday, March 22,
2015, in room A184.
any issues that may arise pertaining
to Parkland computers, printers,
phones and audio visual equipment.

“We can help with password resets
and navigating through the various
components of those systems,” Tech

Service Desk lead assistant Jason
Gordon said. “We can also assist
users in setting up the Parkland

Parkland email system soon to change

email account on their smart phones
and provide basic assistance with
personal devices.”
According to Stone, bringing
together the resources of STAR and
the Campus Technologies Hotline
streamlines services, allows Tech
Services to offer extended hours and
assist with a wider range of issues.
“We have also rolled out a new
repository of tech related information
and FAQs. It is called the Knowledge
Base and it is an ever expanding webbased searchable database designed
so that users can instantly look up
information on their own,” Stone
elaborated.
On average, the tech service desk
assists approximately 20 students per
day. However, during peak times at
the start and end of each semester
almost 50 people per day rely on Tech
Services. Some of the most common
issues dealt with on the phone are
from students who face problems
logging into the Parkland Wi-Fi and
email. Walk-in students tend to have
more trouble with software, such as
installing Microsoft Office 365 as well
as other class specific software.
This summer the college will
also be switching its system over to
Microsoft Office 365. Outlook will
SEE TECH PAGE 5

Prospectus News
is now mobile!

Zach Trueblood
Staff Writer

Parkland’s email system is
comprised of three different
entities.
Staff
members
currently use a Novell program
called Groupwise. Students use
a more dated form of Novell,
called Netmail. Then there is
Cobra email, which is another
dynamic in and of itself.
Using three different systems
can present difficulties, which is
an issue that Parkland College
is attempting to address. The
goal for Campus Technologies
has been to get all three
platforms combined into one
and this aspiration is finally on
the horizon.
Serious evaluations were
done and the decision was made
to switch to Microsoft Outlook
for the new email system.
With the implementation of
Microsoft Outlook email, all
those with an active student,
staff or faculty account will be
able to download the Microsoft
Office Suite for free.
Professor of Mathematics
Erin
Wilding-Martin
is
especially excited about the
email change both for herself
and her students.
“It
sounds
like
it
will
streamline
email
communication so students
don’t have to deal with two

Shown above is Parkland’s current emailing system for faculty and staff on Novell Groupwise. Parkland
plans to make the switch to Microsoft Outlook to integrate all emailing systems for a more simplified
process.
addresses. And the bonus is that
it will come with free Microsoft
Office access for students,
so everyone will be able to
put Word and Excel on their
personal computers,” WildingMartin stated. “This is a big
help for classes that require the
use of these programs.”
Wilding-Martin has been
teaching here at Parkland for 14
years. She can remember when
programs like Blackboard and
WebCT were used. Then Cobra
was implemented, which allows
direct email between student
and professor. She explained

that there are some drawbacks
to the current email system.
“The confusion about where a
student should go to check for
emails from their instructor.
Should they check their student
email? Or Cobra? I usually
send emails to both just in
case. But if a student emails
me from Cobra and I reply, it
only goes to Cobra. So unless
they have their Cobra email set
up to be forwarded, they have
to know to go check Cobra for
the response,” Wilding-Martin
said. “A secondary concern is
that with the current systems, I

can’t send a student a very large
file.”
The confusion associated
with Cobra and Student email
can be frustrating at times. It
often leads to the question of
who is liable when information
is not delivered or received.
More often than not, it will
be the student that suffers
from not receiving important
information due to email
difficulties.
Olivia Brady is a Computer
Science major with a Technical
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NEWS

Photo courtesy of the Associated Press
Pallbearers walk Walter Scott’s casket to the gravesite for his burial service in Charleston, S.C. on Saturday, April 11, 2015. Scott was fatally shot by a North Charleston, S.C., police officer a week earlier after a
traffic stop. Officer Michael Slager has been charged with murder.

Shooting drew together ordinary lives of driver, officer
Mitch Weiss, Michael Biesecker
Associated Press
NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP)
— But for a series of split-second
decisions that followed a traffic stop,
Walter Scott might still be alive and
police officer Michael Slager still
patrolling the streets.
Whenthetwomen’slivesintersected
on April 4, Scott had just purchased
a used car from a neighbor. Slager
was starting a routine weekend shift
on a warm spring day. In a matter of
minutes, one man was dead. Within
days, the other was charged with
murder.
A third man on his way to work
captured the encounter on cellphone
video that shocked the world and
added fuel to the national debate
about race and aggressive police
tactics that began in August with the
shooting death of Michael Brown in
Ferguson, Missouri.
Family members say Scott was so
fearful of returning to jail over late
child-support payments that he tried
to outrun the law. And the officer,
amid the adrenaline of a short foot
chase, fired a fatal volley of eight

bullets at the back of a fleeing suspect
who appeared to pose no immediate
threat.
___
It all began with a traffic stop in
North Charleston, a city that, not
unlike Ferguson, has a large workingclass black population policed by a
force that is overwhelmingly white.
Scott was buying a nearly 25-yearold Mercedes-Benz sedan from a
neighbor, and he knew in advance
that it needed a few repairs. But it
was still better than his van, a beater
that would break down on the way
to his job as a forklift operator in a
distribution warehouse.
So that Saturday morning he picked
up a friend from work and headed to
an auto-parts store a few miles away.
Slager had been with the North
Charleston Police Department for
about five years, following a stint in
the Coast Guard.
He was watching out for traffic
violations and waiting to answer
trouble calls over the radio.
If things went right, maybe he’d
get home early enough to enjoy the
rest of the day with his wife, who was
eight months pregnant, and their two

Charleston County Sheriff’s Office | AP
Photo
This photo provided by the Charleston
County, S.C., Sheriff’s Office shows
Patrolman Michael Thomas Slager on
Tuesday, April 7, 2015.
children.
A few blocks away, 23-year-old
Feidin Santana was getting ready for
work. As usual, the immigrant from
the Dominican Republic planned
to walk to his job at a barbershop,

passing storefronts, houses and
empty lots.
The three men did not know each
other when they left their homes, but
their lives collided shortly after 9:30
a.m., when Slager flipped on his blue
lights to pull Scott over.
Police said it was for a burned-out
taillight.
___
Scott knew he was in trouble. The
father of four had fallen behind,
again, on child support owed to his
ex-wife.
So while he was still in the car, he
called his mother to tell her he might
be heading to jail, according to his
older brother, Anthony Scott.
“He wanted to let her know he was
getting pulled over and the way this
was going, he’d probably be getting
arrested,” said Anthony Scott, his
older brother. “In other words: Get
ready to come and get me.”
Slager told authorities that he fired
his Taser at Scott as he ran, but the
stun gun didn’t work. Then during a
scuffle over the weapon, Slager said,
he shot Scott with his handgun in selfdefense.
North Charleston police turned

the investigation over to state lawenforcement officials. That night,
the police department issued a news
release, repeating Slager’s account of
the shooting.
But Scott’s family was suspicious.
They said the 50-year-old wasn’t
violent, had a steady job and was
making plans to marry his girlfriend.
As a young man, he had served two
years in the Coast Guard. Years later,
his brothers said, he earned a degree
in massage therapy.
Even with all his struggles to keep
up with child-support payments, his
brothers said, Scott stayed close to
his four children — a 24-year-old
daughter and three sons ages 22, 20
and 16.
The family wanted answers. As
word of the shooting spread in the
community, many feared police
would close the case without taking
any action against the officer.
___
Then there was the video.
On his way to work, Santana
noticed the confrontation between
the white officer and a black man in
SEE SHOOTING PAGE 2

Second shot: Hillary Clinton set to run again for president
Ken Thomas, Lisa Lerer
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — Hillary
Rodham Clinton was hours away from
announcing her much-anticipated
second presidential campaign on
Sunday, preparing to debut a message
that will focus on strengthening
economic security for the middle
class and expanding opportunities for
working families.
The former first lady, U.S. senator
and secretary of state planned to
enter the 2016 Democratic race
with an online video posted on social
media, to be followed in the days
ahead with small events with voters
in early-voting states.
Campaign officials said she would
seek the White House as a resultsoriented “tenacious fighter.”
The opening strategy was described
ahead of the announcement by
two senior advisers who requested
anonymity to discuss her plans.
Clinton’s strategy has parallels
to the approach President Barack
Obama took in 2012. He framed
his re-election as a choice between
Democrats focused on the middle
class and Republicans who sought
to protect the wealthy and return
to policies that led the country into
recession.
Republicans pounced even before
Clinton’s announcement.
Republican National Committee
chairman Reince Priebus has
outlined plans for a broad effort to
try to undermine Clinton’s record as
secretary of state while tying her to
Obama’s most unpopular policies.
Early Sunday, potential GOP rivals
Jeb Bush and Rand Paul previewed
their case against Clinton.
“We must do better than the
Obama-Clinton foreign policy that
has damaged relationships with our
allies and emboldened our enemies,”
Bush, a former Florida governor, said
in a video.

Pablo Martinez Monsivais | AP Photo
In this March 23, 2015 file photo, former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton speaks in Washington. Clinton will launch
her long-awaited 2016 presidential campaign on Sunday, April 12, 2015, according to people familiar with her plans. The
former secretary of state is making her second presidential bid and enters the race in a strong position to succeed her onetime rival, President Barack Obama.
Paul, a Kentucky senator who
launched his presidential campaign
last week, pointed to the Clinton
family’s foundation, saying it was
hypocritical for the Clintons to accept
money from Saudi Arabia, which
places public restrictions on female
movement and activity.
“I would expect Hillary Clinton if
she believes in women’s rights, she
should be calling for a boycott of
Saudi Arabia,” Paul said on NBC’s
“Meet the Press.” ‘’Instead, she’s
accepting tens of millions of dollars.”

Clinton intends to sell herself as
being able to work with Congress,
businesses and world leaders, the
advisers said Saturday.
That approach could be perceived
as a critique of Obama, who has
largely been unable to fulfill his
pledge to end Washington’s intense
partisanship and found much of his
presidency stymied by gridlock with
Congress.
Clinton was not expected to roll out
detailed policy positions in the first
weeks of her campaign. Advisers

said she planned to talk about ways
families can increase take-home pay,
the importance of expanding early
childhood education and making
higher education more affordable.
It’s not clear whether that would
include a noticeable break with
Obama on economic policy. The GOP
has hammered Obama’s approach
as anti-business and insufficient
in the wake of the recession. The
White House says the economy has
improved significantly in recent
years.

The unemployment rate fell to 5.5
percent in March, but manufacturing
and new home construction slowed,
cheaper gas has yet to ignite
consumer spending and participation
in the labor force remains sluggish.
Clinton is seen as the overwhelming
favorite for her party’s nomination.
Still, her team has said her early
strategy is designed to avoid
appearing to take that nomination for
granted.
The early events were expected to
include discussions at colleges, day
care centers and private homes, and
stops at coffee shops and diners. After
about a month of such events, Clinton
planned to give more specifics about
her rationale for running.
Clinton’s husband, Bill, and
daughter, Chelsea, are unlikely to
appear at her early events.
Bill Clinton, the former two-term
president, said recently that he
wanted to play a role as a “backstage
adviser” in his wife’s campaign.
Advisers said Bill Clinton has been
engaged with his wife in some of the
policy discussions leading up to this
weekend’s rollout.
To prepare for the campaign,
Clinton has spent months meeting
with economic policy experts.
Clinton’s growing team of staffers
began working Friday out of a new
campaign headquarters in Brooklyn.
They gathered Saturday to hear from
campaign manager-in-waiting Robby
Mook, who told them the campaign
would value teamwork, respect,
diversity, discipline and humility.
A Democratic official in attendance
described the meeting on condition of
anonymity because it was a private
strategy session.
___
AP White House correspondent
Julie Pace in Chicago contributed to
this report.
Copyright 2015 The Associated
Press. All rights reserved.
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TORNADO
DISASTER
Residents allowed to
return to Illinois town
Kerry Lester

Associated Press
FAIRDALE, Ill. (AP) — Residents of a small
northern Illinois farming community that took
a direct hit from a half-mile-wide tornado were
allowed back into the area Saturday to assess
damage and salvage what they could.
The DeKalb County Sheriff’s Office bused
residents into Fairdale at 7 a.m. so they could
begin to take stock of what was left of their
property.
Seeing the wreckage up close for the first
time since Thursday’s storms left some amazed
that they survived.
“I thought my parents were dead,” said
32-year-old Adam Davis, who hopped into his
truck Thursday and raced along with the tornado
in the hopes of getting to his parents’ house and
rescuing them before the twister struck. He
found them standing in their doorway frozen in
disbelief and grabbed them just in time.
On Saturday, he was helping collect what
could be salvaged from his childhood home,
now full of debris, its roof ripped off and its
windows broken.
“It’s not necessarily the mementos yet; it’s the
essentials for now. One step at a time,” he said.
Eight tornadoes roared across northern and
central Illinois during Thursday’s storms, the
National Weather Service confirmed Saturday.
The strongest hit Fairdale, where two people
were killed. That tornado also injured 22 people.
The weather service gave it a preliminary
EF4 rating — its second strongest — with winds
of between 180 and 200 mph. It was a half-mile
wide and remained on the ground for at least
28.7 miles, a record long path for that part of
Illinois.
Al Zammuto, a 60-year-old machinist, was
preparing to inspect what was left of the roof
on a former schoolhouse that he had been
transforming into his home over the past year.
He will have to start over.
“I don’t know how much of the roof came off,”

Photo courtesy of Danielle Guerra | Daily Chronicle, Chicago Tribune, AP Photo
This aerial photo shows a path of destruction Friday, April 10, 2015, after a tornado swept through the small town of Fairdale, Ill., in DeKalb County Thursday
night. The National Weather Service says at least two tornadoes churned through six north-central Illinois counties. Illinois Gov. Bruce Rauner declared
DeKalb and Ogle counties affected by the severe storms and tornadoes as disaster areas.
he said. “I’m going to climb a ladder later today
and see.”
Zammuto was staying with his sister down
the road, and many of the displaced appeared
to have been taken in by friends and relatives.
No one stayed overnight at a shelter set up at
the fire station in nearby Kirkland, said deputy
fire chief Mike Stott.
In all, some 70 buildings were destroyed or
damaged in Fairdale, authorities said. Another
50 buildings were hit in nearby Rochelle.
All buildings have been searched, but not all
residents have been accounted for, so cadaver
dogs are being used in parts of DeKalb County,
the Illinois State Police said late Friday.
The tornado blew numerous vehicles from

nearby interstates, and troopers helped rescue
a trapped driver in an overturned semi-trailer.
One of the tornadoes also struck the
Summerfield Zoo in the city of Belvidere, killing
an emu and a black swan.
As the cleanup began, tales of survival
continued to emerge.
Kelly Newman, 46, lost her Rochelle home.
For her, the storm began with a moment of
playful wonder at the size of the hail. She ran
outside to collect some of the pieces to put it in
the freezer to show her children.
“Then I noticed to the southwest there was a
huge black funnel thing, but it didn’t look like a
tornado because it was just way too wide,” she
said.

But the telltale train-like roar sent them
and their 19-year-old daughter running for the
basement. The house cracked and collapsed
around them, raining down debris and a dusting
of what she described as “muddy soot.”
The family survived, and several police
officers helped free her husband, who had
been trapped nearly upside down between two
collapsed walls.
“We’re alive, we were spared. Our lives were
saved,” she said.
___
Associated Press writer Teresa Crawford
contributed to this report from Rochelle.
Copyright 2015 The Associated Press. All
rights reserved.

EXCHANGE: Vinyl is back in rotation in the metro-east
Will Buss

Belleville News-Democrat
COLLINSVILLE, Ill. (AP) — A new
music shop in Collinsville is just for
the records.
Mark Cartier’s business combines
his love for music and its vinyl form.
His Rich’s Record Emporium at 121
W. Main St. has about 3,000 new and
used albums for those, like him, who
prefer and continue to listen to vinyl
albums from years ago over the more
modern digital versions. About 70
percent are new and remastered and
30 percent are original or “collectible”
albums.
“Records have always been there,”
Cartier said. “I think a lot of people
like me have never given up on vinyl
because we sit there and listen to a
vinyl recording.”
The Collinsville record store sells
mostly newly-made albums of music
that is both new releases and oldies,
as well as vinyl records that were new
decades ago. Cartier, an Air Force
veteran who was once stationed at
Scott Air Force Base, said new vinyl
albums that have recently come onto
the market are thicker and more
durable than their predecessors.
“I’ve been collecting vinyl for
years, but in the late ‘80s and early
‘90s, most of vinyl were flimsy or just
poor quality and the sleeves were just
thin cardboard,” he said. “It seems
that most of the companies that are
doing it now are really good. The
artwork is back, just like the ‘70s, the
record sleeves are thicker, they are
using this heavier gauge. It is better
and high quality.”
Rich Faigle, the store’s namesake,
has been running the place since it
opened for business last November.
Cartier currently lives in upstate
New York and plans to move to the
metro-east later this year. Faigle is
a 30-year retiree of Greyhound bus
lines who went on to be a manager at
the former Hi-Fi Fo-Fum home audio
systems store in Fairview Heights
and other stores within the St. Louisbased chain.
Faigle also worked for Cartier,
who operated his own home audio
business, Audio By Us, in Belleville
from 1995 to 2002.As a self-professed
“music and equipment junkie,” Faigle
was only too happy to come out of
retirement to work at a record store in
his hometown. The Collinsville-native
said the reception has been strong,
especially among young consumers.

Photo by Derik Holtmann | Belleville News-Democrat, AP Photo
In this March 4, 2015 photo, vinyl album enthusiasts Brittany Dove, left, and Tyler Lambert browse through the albums at
Rich’s Record Emporium in downtown Collinsville, Ill. The store features new and used vinyl records, hi-fi equipment and
more.
“We’re getting the young kids, the
college kids and the high school kids,”
Faigle said. “I had a young girl in here
last week who was 11 years old and
with her parents buying her first two
albums for her vinyl collection. The
college kids are also coming in here,
and I’m also seeing a lot of older guys
in their 50s and 60s who are re-buying
their old vinyl records that they
listened to years and years ago that
they wore out.”
Cartier said the resurgence in
records comes from those who have
either never listened to a vinyl record
and those who never stopped. He said
both recognize and realize a better
and more unique sound from the oldstyle recordings.
“A lot of what we’re seeing is not
just the old timers like me, but the
millennials,” he said, referring to
those born between the early 1980s
and 2000s. “The millennials have

had digital, which they are going to
continue to do because downloading
is convenient and essentially the
modern version of the Walkman,
that’s not going to go away. But when
they listen to it, they too realize that
vinyl is just very dynamic. Even if
there’s surface noise, life has surface
noise. If you go to a live venue, there’s
all kinds of noise. These people that
swear that if I’m going to take the
time to listen to music, it has to be
live, well there’s usually a lot of noise
in those venues. Listening to vinyl
provides that experience.”
Lew Prince has also witnessed
the recent resurgence surrounding
records. Prince operated a vinyl
record shop in Granite City for 17
years before closing his store in
2007. He still operates his Vintage
Vinyl across the river in University
City, Mo., which he opened in 1980.
He opened his first record store in

Soulard in 1979. He said sales began
to fall when digital formats evolved
in the 1990s. In recent years, he
has seen more customers seeking
vinyl, because they have realized
that music coming from their MP3
players “sound like crap.”
“I really think what I’m seeing in
general is kids in college and people
up to their mid-30s were seeking out
vinyl,” Prince said. “Customers were
going digital in ‘90s, early 2000s. Now
we’re seeing the reverse happen.”
And more competition also sounds
good to him.
“Good for them,” Prince said. “Our
thought has always been the more,
the merrier.”
In Fairview Heights, a music store
assistant manager named Abbey
Rhodes, who works at Slackers CDs
and Games in Fairview Heights,
believes vinyl has never gone out
of style and has been gaining in

popularity. Rhodes said vinyl appeals
to her customers who are nostalgic
or simply appreciate the art of the
album cover.
“They are more fun to collect and
people say the sound is quite a bit
better than digital,” Rhodes said.
“We’ve always had them, but with the
last couple of years, we’ve definitely
expanded. We’ve had a lot more of
them sell in the last couple of years.”
Vinyl sales have been moving up
the music industry charts. According
to Nielsen’s 2014 U.S. Music Report,
vinyl LP sales totaled 9.2 million and
increased by 52 percent last year.
More than 10 times as many CDs
were sold during 2014, but that was
down by almost 15 percent compared
to 2013.
“The music industry is very moneyoriented,” Cartier said. “If they don’t
see a market, they don’t go in that
direction. We have actually seen a
decline in CDs and an uptick in vinyl.
The new artists and artists, who are
very young or are getting started that
you see on the Grammys, are actually
going out of their way to produce
music on vinyl.”
Faigle said he sells remastered
vinyl records, including the Beatles’
The White Album and Sgt. Pepper’s
Lonely Hearts Club Band. But they
have to be purchased from a company
in London, because it is the only
business that distributes new vinyl
albums of past recordings.
Because Rich’s Records Emporium
sells records, the store also has record
players. But these are not used or
thrift consoles from generations ago.
The turntables and sound systems
sold at Rich’s are high-end and some
are custom made — ranging in price
from $250 to $1,200.
Faigle said he has sold eight record
players since opening four months
ago. A newly released Bryan Adams
album recently sold for $6 at the
Collinsville record shop while new
records from Bob Dylan and Bruce
Springstein have sold for $40.Faigle
believes he and Cartier have scored
a hit with records. Most of the people
who come into Rich’s, including those
who end up buying records, say they
have never owned a vinyl album.
“We get at least two to three people
that way every day,” Faigle said.
“It has been slowly and steadily
increasing.”
___
Copyright 2015 The Associated
Press. All rights reserved.
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OPINIONS

Rauner further details legislative agenda

Sara Burnett, Kerry Lester
Associated Press

CHICAGO (AP) — Gov. Bruce
Rauner has begun putting a finer
point on his legislative agenda,
telling voters, elected officials and
newspaper editorial boards during a
tour of Illinois last week that t
During appearances in which he
made several provocative comments,
the Republican tried to build support
for his proposals before legislators
return to Springfield this week.
Among them are a reduction in
the cost of workers’ compensation
insurance, tighter restrictions on
eligibility for unemployment benefits
and changes to the judicial system.
He said he would back a modest
increase in the minimum wage if the
Democratic-controlled Legislature
supports his plans.
“If we make those kinds of changes,
we’ll increase our competitiveness,
we’ll grow more jobs,” Rauner said
during a stop in the Chicago suburb
of Bedford Park.
Many Democrats, labor unions and
the Illinois Trial Lawyers Association
have heavily criticized Rauner’s
proposals, calling them anti-worker
and questioning his priorities amid a
serious budget crisis.
Indeed, Rauner told the Chicago
Tribune’s editorial board that he plans
to “leverage” the budget crisis to get
the Legislature to back his plans.
Here’s a closer look at some of the
new details in Rauner’s agenda:
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
High on the list of Rauner’s priorities
is reducing the amount employers
pay for workers’ compensation
insurance.
tIllinois currently ranks 7th
nationwide for the highest cost per
$100 of salary, according to the
Oregon Department of Consumer
and Business Services, he notes.
Rauner said one of the reasons for
high costs is that Illinois compensates

Photo by Mark Black | Daily Herald, AP Photo
In this April 6, 2015 photo, Illinois Gov. Bruce Rauner visits an economics class at Addison Trail High School in Addison, Ill.,
at a stop to discuss his turnaround agenda during a tour of the state. Rauner has begun putting a finer point on his legislative
agenda, telling voters, elected officials and newspaper editorial boards during the tour that his business-friendly plan is vital
to improving the state’s economy.
workers for injuries that are related
in any way to their job. He wants to
raise that standard so workers only
would be compensated if an on-thejob accident is more than 50 percent
responsible for the injury.
He also wants to cut the fees paid
to some medical providers by 30
percent, and end compensation for
injuries that occur while an employee
is traveling to and from work.
Opponents say the changes create
a system that’s stacked against
workers, who could be burned,
maimed or injured in other ways
but receive no compensation. They
also say changes approved in 2011

created huge savings, but insurance
companies aren’t passing those
savings along to employers.
Labor unions also worry that
changes could create a disincentive
for employers to provide safe
workplaces.
Rauner said if the changes are
enacted, he’ll support increasing the
minimum wage by 25 cents per year
beginning in 2016, reaching $10 per
hour by 2022. That’s much slower
than Democrats would like.
LEGAL SYSTEM
Rauner wants to make it more
difficult for plaintiffs in lawsuits to
“venue shop,” or to file cases in courts

they believe will be friendlier to
their cases. He would allow lawsuits
to be filed in locations only where
corporations have an office or do
business.
The plan also would allow for
lawsuits to be dismissed if defendants
aren’t Illinois residents or the business
transaction in question doesn’t take
place in Illinois.
John Cooney, president of the
Illinois Trial Lawyers Association,
said the state already has a system
in place for attorneys to argue —
and a judge to decide — whether a
lawsuit is filed in the proper venue.
He also opposes Rauner’s proposal to

only allow a company to be sued in a
county where it has an office, noting
that many companies don’t have
offices in Illinois and that it might be
too difficult for the average person
to sue such companies in out-of-state
courts.
Rauner told the Daily Herald’s
editorial board that he thinks the
Illinois Supreme Court is part of a
“corrupt system” because justices
can get campaign donations from
attorneys who argue before the court.
He said he’d favor merit selection of
judges over elections, and he wants
to ban trial lawyers from making
campaign contributions.
The governor later told the QuadCity Times that he didn’t mean to
single out the high court, adding “I
probably didn’t use words carefully
enough.”
Cooney called the comments
“preposterous” and out-of-line for a
chief executive.
“He owes the state an apology,” he
said.
UNEMPLOYMENT
The governor said he doesn’t think
Illinois’ unemployment insurance
system is fair to employers, noting
that Illinois ranks 9th in the U.S. in
unemployment insurance tax costs
for the average fulltime employee,
according to the U.S. Labor
Department.
Rauner said he’d like to impose
tougher penalties for fraud and
strengthen enforcement, and he
wants to further restrict worker
eligibility for unemployment benefits.
Currently, any worker who makes
$1,600 or more from an employer
during a recent 12-month period
prior to being laid off is eligible to
receive unemployment benefits.
Rauner said that minimum amount
was established 30 years ago and
should be increased.
___
Copyright 2015 The Associated
Press. All rights reserved.

AP investigation details pertimeter breaches at US airports
Martha Mendoza,
Justin Pritchard
Associated Press
One man tossed his bike over a
fence and pedaled across a runway
at Chicago O’Hare, stopping to knock
on a terminal door. Another rammed
a sports-utility vehicle through
a security gate at Philadelphia
International and sped down a runway
as a plane was about to land.
At Los Angeles International, a
mentally ill man hopped the fence
eight times in less than a year —
twice reaching stairs that led to jets.
Several hundred times over the last
decade, intruders have hopped fences,
slipped past guardhouses, crashed
their cars through gates or otherwise
breached perimeter security at the
nation’s busiest airports — sometimes
even managing to climb aboard jets.
An Associated Press investigation
found 268 perimeter breaches since
the start of 2004 at airports that
together handle three-quarters of
U.S. commercial passenger traffic.
And that’s an undercount, because
two airports among the 31 that AP
surveyed didn’t have data for all
years. None of the incidents involved
a terrorist plot, according to airport
officials.
“Enough is enough,” U.S. Sen.
Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., said in
response to the AP report, adding that
since a breach last April in San Jose
she’s been asking the Transportation
Security Administration and airport
officials to “work together and resolve
this alarming situation.”
“Let’s get it done,” she said.

The TSA referred questions
to individual airports, which are
responsible for securing their own
perimeters, typically with a mix of
private security guards and airport
police.
“The goal is always zero” breaches,
Doug Yakel, spokesman at San
Francisco International Airport,
said at a news conference called in
response to the AP’s findings. He
outlined security upgrades the airport
has made that include more patrols,
better lighting and the installation of
cameras that can detect body heat at
night.
San Francisco’s airport had the
most incidents in AP’s analysis,
with 37. Philadelphia International
and LAX followed, with 25 and 24
respectively.
In his regular his “Ask the Mayor”
segment on KNX-AM radio, Los
Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti called
the findings “disturbing.”
“It doesn’t surprise me that we’re
in the top three given that we’re the
second-busiest airport in the United
States, but that’s disturbing to see,”
he said. “All it takes is one person who
can get through and do something.”
His office said LAX within the next
year will begin testing an electronic
perimeter intrusion detection system
at a cost of $1.5 million.
The AP’s analysis was prompted by
last April’s breach at Mineta San Jose
International Airport. Yahya Abdi,
15, climbed a fence, hoisted himself
into a jet’s wheel well and survived an
almost six-hour flight to Hawaii. He
had wanted to go to Africa to see his
mother.

Sponsored by

Afterward, an airport spokeswoman
said breaches are more common than
people realize.
Through public records requests,
news
archive
searches
and
interviews, the AP created the most
comprehensive public accounting of
perimeter security breaches from
January 2004 through January 2015
at the nation’s 30 busiest airports,
plus San Jose.
Among the findings:
— At least 44 times, intruders made
it to runways, taxiways or to the gate
area where planes park to refuel
or load passengers. In seven cases,
including Abdi’s, they got onto jets.
— Seven international airports in
four states accounted for more than
half the breaches, although not all
provided data for all years examined.
In order they were: San Francisco,
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Las Vegas,
San Jose, Miami and Tampa, Florida.
The Port Authority of New York &
New Jersey, which oversees Kennedy,
LaGuardia and Newark airports,
did not provide a full accounting of
perimeter breaches. Boston’s Logan
refused to release any information,
citing security concerns.
— Few airports revealed how
long it took to apprehend suspects,
saying this detail could show security
vulnerabilities. Available information
showed most arrests happened within
10 minutes. Several people went
undetected for hours or never were
caught.
Until now, few of the incidents
had been publicly reported. Most
involved intruders who wanted to
take a shortcut, were lost, disoriented,

Photo by Chris Carlson | AP Photo
In this Friday, Feb. 6, 2015 photo, an airliner approaches the runway as a Los
Angeles police car patrols the perimeter of the Los Angeles International Airport.
Since the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, hundreds of millions of dollars have been
spent to upgrade fencing, cameras and other detection technology along airport
perimeters.
drunk or mentally unstable but
seemingly harmless. A few had
knives, and another was caught with
a loaded handgun.
The lapses highlight gaps in
airport security in a post-9/11 world
where passengers inside terminals
face rigorous screening and even
unsuccessful plots — such as the
would-be shoe bomber — have
prompted new procedures.
“This might be the next vulnerable
area for terrorists as it becomes
harder to get the bomb on the plane
through the checkpoint,” said airport
security expert Jeff Price.
Since the Sept. 11 attacks, hundreds
of millions of dollars have been

Fact or Fiction?
FACT: Thanks to humans, nearly four-fifths of the
forests that originally stretched across the world are
gone. And of what is left, only about 10 percent of the
world’s plant-rich areas are being protected, according to ecowatch.com.

westgateapts.com

spent to upgrade perimeter fencing,
cameras and detection technology.
Many airports have dozens of miles
of fencing, but not all of that is
frequently patrolled or always in
view of security cameras.
Airport officials insist perimeters
are secure, and that an intruder being
caught is proof their systems work.
Most declined to outline specific
measures, other than to say they have
layers that include fences, cameras
and patrols. Employees are required
to ask for proof of security clearance
if a badge is not obvious. Others use
high-tech measures such as alarms
SEE AIRPORT PAGE 5

Show current ID and receive $10 off
application fee at Westgate Apartments
1600 W. Bradley Ave. Champaign, IL
Open M-F 9am - 5:30pm, Sat. 10am - 4pm
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FROM PAGE 1

TECH
be used for e-mail and cloud based
applications, such as OneNote, for file
storage. This will be a big change for
users and the new system will require
more training and time commitment
on the part of technicians. The Tech
Service Desk employees expressed
enthusiasm about the prospective
changes. They commented that they
are ready to meet this new challenge
head on, and will ensure that all
students and employees get their
questions answered.
The Tech Service Desk only plays
a small role in the maintenance of
overall technology at Parkland. The
technology at Parkland, in general, is

FROM PAGE 1

EMAIL
Emphasis. Brady is not a fan of the
current Novell email system and
hardly uses Cobra email, except
to contact her instructors when
necessary. She explained how Outlook
could help improve communication
from a student perspective.
“I have an Outlook account already
and find it easy to use. However,
Outlook account doesn’t just give
access to e-mail, it also gives access
to cloud storage (OneDrive) and the
online version of some of Microsoft’s
most used software (Word, Excel,
PowerPoint...),” Brady said. “Now
the online versions don’t have all of
the features as the full product, but if
Parkland buys Office 365, Microsoft
has a deal where any student will
get it as well. This means every
student at Parkland would have
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maintained and kept up to date by the
Campus Technologies Department.
There
are
three
separate
components within this department:
Microcomputer/Technical Support
Services, Network Support Services
and Programming Support Services.
A diverse staff of over twenty fulltime employees, and approximately
ten part-time employees, work
together to ensure that Parkland’s
hardware, network and digital
systems run smoothly and efficiently.
Connie Macedo, Associate Director
of Technical Support Services/
Campus Technologies, explained
that Parkland College is currently in
the process of making some major
changes to its network and hardware
systems.
“These changes will position us to
better respond to our users, enabling
our faculty and staff to do their jobs

better and providing students with
increased access to the tools that they
need to succeed,” Macedo provided.
Macedo explained that this is an
exciting time for the college and for
the people in the Tech Department.
“We’re in the middle of some huge
projects, and I have no doubt that
in a year we’ll all be looking back
in amazement as to how much we
accomplished in a short space of
time,” Macedo added.
The Tech Services desk can be
visited in room A-184. They are open
from 7:30 a.m. – 6 p.m., Monday
through Thursday, and 7:30 a.m. – 5
p.m. on Fridays.
Their webpage can be accessed
at parkland.edu/techSD. For more
information students and faculty
can also e-mail Tech Services at
TechHelp@parkland.edu or call the
hotline number at 217-353-3333.

access to download the full version of
Microsoft Office programs for free.
Office normally costs around $140
for a one time PC download or around
$70 for a year of 365 on one PC.”
Innovation and the development of
technology are major parts of the
transition to Outlook. Currently,
students have a tough time accessing
their email from any sort of mobile
device. Doug Brooks, Associate
Director of Campus Technologies,
hopes to change this with the new
email transition.
“We’ve had a number of reasons to
switch from Novell. The trend seems
to be going towards a more cloudbased system that is modern and also
accessible. This is really the reason
that sparked the change,” Brooks
said.
Brooks explained that they did
extensive research and evaluating
between the two major competitors,
Google and Microsoft and Microsoft
came out on top.
“Microsoft is the best way to go,

at least for educational purposes,”
Brooks explained.
There are many benefits to
transferring to this Microsoft cloudbased system. Students will have
access to more data and the Microsoft
Suite.
“The new email will be 50gb per
user. It’s a huge benefit with big
bonuses. All students will be able to
access Microsoft Office Suite for free.
That’s up to five full, downloadable
copies. They can use them however
they please as long as their student
account is still active,” Brooks added.
Staff
and
faculty
will
be
transferring email accounts over the
summer. Due to a number of reasons
it was not feasible to transfer all the
student accounts so close to the start
of fall semester. Christmas break of
2015 is a much more likely bet.
For information on the new email
change, or any tech support visit the
new TechSD desk located in room
A184 or call 217-353-3333.

Book by Bob Martin and Don McKellar
Music and Lyrics by Lisa Lambert and Greg Morrison
Directed by J.W. Morrissette

April 16, 17, 18, 24, 25, 30, May 1, 2 at 7:30pm
April 26 at 3pm

Harold and Jean Miner Theatre

217/351-2528
www.parkland.edu/theatre

Editorial Policy and Letter to the Editor
- All content is subject to review by the editorial staff.
- All submissions must follow the Parkland College code of conduct. All violations of said code will be turned over to Parkland
College Administration and Public Safety.
- All content, once published, becomes property of Prospectus
News.
- All submitted content must be original work.
- All submissions must also include up to date contact information.
- View expressed are not necessarily that of Prospectus News or
Parkland College.
- E-mail prospectus@parkland.edu, subject “Letter to the Editor.”
Advertising
Interested in placing an ad?
Contact us: 217-351-2206
prospectusads@parkland.edu
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- Prospectus News deadline for all advertising is 5 p.m. of the
Friday immediately before the upcoming edition.
- The advertiser pays for all advertising and views expressed in ads
are not necessarily that of Prospectus News or Parkland College.
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AIRPORT
and fiber optics in fencing.
Authorities said it is neither
financially nor physically feasible
to keep all intruders out.
Airports are supposed to inform
the TSA of lapses, but the federal
Government Accountability Office
in 2009 found not all incidents were
reported. In 2011, a TSA report
counted 1,388 perimeter security
breaches since 2001 at the 450
airports that TSA regulates. The
report isn’t publicly available.
The TSA reviews airport security
plans, conducts spot checks and can
levy penalties. The agency said that
from 2010 through 2014, it issued
$277,155 in fines for 136 breaches.
While many incidents were
benign — two trespassers were
skateboarders — other intruders
posed greater dangers.
At the nation’s busiest airport,
Hartsfield-Jackson
in
Atlanta,
three different intruders reached
runways — in 2007, 2012 and 2014.
One was an aggravated assault
suspect who came within 50 feet of
a plane that had landed as he was
pursued by police.
In Philadelphia, Kenneth Mazik
sped onto the runway in March 2012
as a plane carrying 43 people was
about to land. Air traffic controllers
told 75 aircraft to circle and held
80 on the ground. He faced a rare
federal prosecution, spent 16
months in prison and paid a $92,000
fine.

FROM PAGE 2

SHOOTING
an empty lot. He stopped, pushed
record on his iPhone and captured
a video that showed Scott running
away and Slager firing eight shots
at his back.
When Santana heard the man who
was shot died, he started checking
Facebook to see if he had a friend
who knew the family. He did, and
Santana reached out to them.
On Sunday, a day after the
shooting, he showed them the video.
It confirmed the family’s worst
fears, said Chris Stewart, attorney
for the Scott family.
The following day, Santana gave a
copy to state investigators.
___
The video immediately changed
perceptions of what happened.
But there was more evidence
that contradicted Slager’s story,
including video captured by a
camera mounted on the dash of the
officer’s cruiser, as well as radio
traffic.
With the dash cam, the traffic
stop starts like any other. Slager is
seen walking toward the driver’s
side window and heard asking for
Scott’s license and registration.
Slager then returns to his cruiser.
Next, the video shows Scott starting
to get out of the car, his right hand
raised above his head. He quickly
gets back in the vehicle and closes
the door.
Seconds later, he opens the door
again and takes off running. Within
a block or two, out of the dashboard
camera’s view, Slager catches up to
him in an empty lot.
A recording of police radio
traffic shows about three minutes
pass between the call from Slager
that he is conducting a traffic stop
on a Mercedes and a second call to
report that he is in a foot pursuit
of a “black male, green shirt, blue
pants.”
The dispatcher can be heard
calling for all other police units in
the area to respond. Several officers
reply that they’re on the way.
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Among the intruders, Christopher
McGrath stands out. Eight times
between April 2012 and March
2013, police caught McGrath after
he got over the fence at LAX on a
mission to board a flight. He is now
at a medical lockup in Missouri.
Security firms sold $650 million
worth of fences, gates, sensors
and cameras to airports in the
decade following the 9/11 attacks,
according to industry analyst John
Hernandez, though he projects
spending will drop.
Officials insist that no technology
solution is foolproof. Outfit cameras
with software designed to help
identify intruders, and there may
not be enough staff to monitor
images. Airports have to weigh the
potential threat of harm against
the hefty cost of building elaborate
defenses, experts said.
“It’s one of those issues that I think
until something really bad happens,
not much is going to change,” Price
said.
___
Contributing to this report were
Associated
Press
researchers
Judith Ausuebel, Jennifer Farrar,
Susan James, Monika Mathur,
Barbara Sambriski and Rhonda
Shafner; writers Ian Deitch in
Jerusalem, Yuri Kageyama in
Tokyo and Steve Karnowski in
Minneapolis; and Interactive Editor
Dan Kempton in Phoenix.
___
Contact Justin Pritchard at
https://twitter.com/lalanewsman
and Martha Mendoza at https://
twitter.com/mendozamartha.
Copyright 2015 The Associated
Press. All rights reserved.

About a minute later, Slager
can be heard yelling “Lie on the
ground!”
About 50 seconds later, Slager
radios the dispatcher: “Shots fired.
Subject is down. He grabbed my
Taser.”
On Santana’s video, Slager is seen
walking over to handcuff Scott, who
is face down and motionless in the
grass.
A voice on the radio asks Slager
if everyone at the scene is “10-4,” a
radio code often used by officers to
mean “OK.”
Police
officer
Clarence
Habersham, who arrived at the
scene seconds after the shooting,
responds: “Everyone is 10-4, except
for the suspect. ... Gunshot wound,
it looks like, to the chest, to the right
side. Unresponsive. ... Another
gunshot wound to the buttocks.”
An ambulance arrives about
seven minutes after the shots were
fired. Scott is declared dead at the
scene.
___
North
Charleston
officials
announced Tuesday that Slager had
been charged with murder. They
quickly fired him from the police
force.
Authorities refused to provide
some details, including the name of
the passenger who was with Scott at
the time of the incident.
A police report said the man
was questioned at the scene and
released.
Slager lived a mile from the
shooting scene in neighboring
Hanahan. Days after the shooting,
the house looked empty. A car
covered in pollen with a Coast
Guard sticker on the window sat in
the driveway.
Neighbors
mostly
politely
declined to talk about Slager, saying
he mostly kept to himself and
walked his pug dogs.
Back at the empty lot where Scott
was shot, people have left a steady
stream of flowers, stuffed animals,
notes and protest signs.
___
Associated Press Writer Jeffrey
Collins contributed to this report.
Copyright 2015 The Associated
Press. All rights reserved.
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COMICS&PUZZLES
Classifieds
YOUR AD HERE

Place your classified here for only $5 per
week. Ads must be less than three lines or 30
words. Contact our ad department today!
217-351-2206 or prospectusads@parkland.edu
Easy Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Volume 1, Book 4

Sudoku
#1
Sudoku
6

(hard)

XKCD

Order Selectors
Applicants must be willing to work the following:
• Champaign DC Required hours worked 16 with
• 10 hours on Sunday between the hours of 7am-11:00pm the other 6
during the week - able to schedule up to 40
• Starting pay $14.75 an hour
W. Newell Produce warehouse:
• Friday, Saturday and Sunday from 9:00am – 5:30pm
• Starting pay $11.98 an hour

•
•
•
•

In jealousy there is more self-love than love.

2 5
5 1
4
9
3
2
9
8 1
2 5 3
3
5
6
9
7 1 3
8 5
4
8
7
5
8
6
4 9
8 3
6

Supervalu is currently hiring!

The Champaign DC and W. Newell is currently hiring Flex (Part-time)

Interested applicants please follow the steps below:
www.supervalu.com
Careers
Supply Chain Services
Warehouse Non-management/hourly positions
Search by Zip code (61801 Champaign Distribution Center or 61822
W. Newell Distribution Center)
Applicants must be 18 years of age
All Applicants must pass initial screenings
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

© 2013 KrazyDad.com

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.
If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.

Crossword

(solve for the answers below)

Need a little help? The hints page shows a logical order to solve the puzzle.
Use it to identify the next square you should solve. Or use the answers page
if you really get stuck.

ACROSS
1 Ms Goldberg, taking journalist to “The Ram”, had a roaring time (7,2,2)
7,28 «Shall I compare thee to a summer›s day?», for example, is clear to a child (6)
9 Gathered one of 7 is into unorthodox creed (9)
10 A long time to muse (5)
11 One Frenchman who›s a woman (5)
12 US pole cat is unusual, having little tufts of hair (9)
13 Disguise most sinister to maintain (6)
15 Even on drink, maintains balance (6,2)
18 Put a title to back issues (8)
20 Irritate a shrew with a rope (6)
23 Wife of the last Roman of Saar, reportedly (9)
24 Famous cubist? (5)
26 Give greenback to one fountain? (5)
27 Exaggerate about condition (9)
28 See 7ac
29 These days, the cabinet runs things (11)

Are you a cartoonist? We’re always accepting new and original
work. Grab an application from Student Life, located in the Student
Union Building, or email prospectus@parkland.edu for more
information!

DOWN
1 Lollard, more than half paralytic, involved with wife getting battered (9)
2 In plants, undeveloped seed convolves evenly around centre of integuments (5)
3 Put by river Wear? (7)
4 The most dreadful little girl is supported by the others (6)
5 Young swimmers who will soon
Last week’s answers
croak (8)
6 Prevent clubs being withheld in
opening of play (7)
7 Ship›s documents are on board
- each out of date (3-6)
8 This girl wept. She was petrified!
(5)
14 Declaration suggests holy
man was a cannibal tribesman,
originally (9)
16 Soldier recited a poet to get the
birds (9)
17 Space below one›s brain? Yes and
no (8)
19 A rabbi, not bishop, standing bill
for coffee (7)
21 Captures a bishop then sets
pieces cunningly (7)
22 From this, how whalebone is
produced (6)
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SPORTS

500 more community volunteers needed
for 2015 Christie Clinic Illinois Marathon
CHAMPAIGN–URBANA, IL, April 10, 2015—
Race organizers announced today that almost
500 additional volunteers are still needed to
safely execute this year’s event. Fifty course
volunteers are needed for Friday’s 5K and 180
for Saturday’s events. Two-hundred and fifty
more general volunteers are needed for general
jobs like race packet distribution, parking,
course set-up, and the pasta feed. The seventh
annual events take place Friday, April 24, and
Saturday, April 25.
Champaign Police Lieutenant Jon Swenson
says, “Approximately 3,000 volunteers have
already signed up to work, but we still need
230 more course team volunteers and 250 noncourse team volunteers to fully and safely
staff the event. The need for those volunteers
is critical, and the Illinois Marathon race
committee is urging individuals who are
interested in supporting the event to sign up to
volunteer. “
Race co-director Mike Lindemann adds, “Our
community takes so much pride in this event,
and has stepped up in every way to support our
event over the past six years. We need their help
again more than ever to get over this hurdle.”
ANYONE over the age of 16 can be a course

intersection team volunteer. Any community
member interested in volunteering for one of the
open course team positions or other volunteer
job should visit www.illinoismarathon.com.
Click on the Volunteers tab and then the Join
Our Course Intersection Team link. The list
of available course intersection team jobs is
listed on this page. Pick the location you want
and complete the registration process. There
is a separate link on the same page—Join Our
Volunteer Team—for the non-course team jobs
available.
Or you can call volunteer coordinator, Kim
Scott, at 217-403-7545, and she’ll help you get
signed up for the job of your choice.
To thank our course team volunteers, the
race will make a donation on the volunteer’s
behalf to one of three local charities—Courage
Connection, The Prairie Center, and Prosperity
Gardens. The volunteer chooses which one.
All volunteers also receive the official Team
shirt and a keepsake drawstring backpack,
sponsored by Einstein Bros. Bagels, good for a
10% discount at all three Einstein locations in
Champaign-Urbana for the rest of 2015. Course
team volunteers also receive a CU at the Finish
foam finger.

Photo by Scott Wells | The Prospectus
Freshman Second Baseman Hannah Pruden tries to turn a double play during the first game of a doubleheader against Lincoln Land Community College on Saturday, April 11, 2015. The Cobra’s dropped both
games to the Loggers, getting outscored 22-3.

I’LL ANSWER

YOUR LATE

NIGHT CALL!

SERIOUS DELIVERY!

TM

★ JIMMYJOHNS.COM ★

TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST
YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM
©2014 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Photo by Scott Wells | The Prospectus
Sophomore Bryce Pennington takes the mound for the first of two games against Danville Area
Community College on Saturday, April 11, 2015. The Cobras swept the Jaguars, winning by scores
of 6-4 and 3-2.
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ENTERTAINMENT

WPCD brings back old time radio
Brittany Webb
Staff Writer

“The Voice on the Wire” will air on
WPCD Radio 88.7 FM on Wednesday,
April 15. The radio drama is produced
by students in COM142 (Radio
Production). It was developed as a
project for the class by Adam Porter,
a professor in the Fine and Applied
Arts department here at Parkland.
“It offers a great opportunity
for the students to learn advanced
production skills and show off their
finished work to the general public,”
Porter stated.
Porter has been teaching radio and
communication courses at Parkland
for two years now.
He chose “The Voice on the
Wire” because it had a great script
with just the right number of
voice actors. According to www.
oldtimeradiodownloads.com
the
drama originally aired in November
of 1944.
“This is a classic radio drama that
was first aired in the 1940’s, during
the golden age of radio,” Porter
stated. “The script also includes a
lot of sound effects and music cues,
which works great for this project.”
A lot of work goes into producing
a radio drama. The class started by
choosing characters, and then spent

a week recording all the dialogue in
the production studio. Porter’s class
was split into two groups, focusing
on different things, such as editing,
creating sound effects, layering music
and balancing levels throughout the
drama.
“The groups can get extremely
creative in their use of effects and
music, and I am super excited to hear
the final mixes,” Porter added.
Tyler Britt, a Mass Communications
major in Porter’s class, said that
working on the drama was a fun
experience with his class, and it takes
skills that not everyone might have.
“I have learned a lot about what you
have to do and the time and dedication
you have to put into the project to
get the desired outcome,” Britt said.
“It takes knowing how to use Adobe
Audition and a creative mind to come
up with the sound effects.”
Britt’s group focused on sound
effects and the dialogue, coming
together at the end with the rest of
the class to put it all together and
recreate the radio drama.
The radio drama, “The Voice on the
Wire”, will air four times throughout
the day on April 15, 2015.
“Everyone should find time to tune
into 88.7 FM on Wednesday, April 15,”
Porter said. “We are airing the show
at 12 p.m., 2 p.m., 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.”

WPCD FM radio can also be found
online by visiting wpcd.parkland.edu.
The radio drama and any radio show
streams daily. WPCD is on 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week and normally
features an indie/alternative rock
format.
Students enrolled in COM 141 and
142 use the station as a learning lab
to polish their skills using Adobe
Audition, Wide Orbit and ProTools.
Students learn to create and edit
audio files including public service
announcements,
promotional
commercials and newscasts.
Students are trained to use the
broadcast equipment and eventually
take over an on-air spot on the station.
“If this type of work sounds
interesting to any students who might
be reading this, please ask you advisor
about COM 141 and COM 142,” Porter
said. “Not only can you learn how to
make exciting projects like this, but
you also get to be a DJ on our radio
station.”
Interested students should see
their academic advisor, located in the
Counseling and Advising Center in
U-267 in the Student Union.
WPCD is located in X-120 and can
be reached by way of email or phone.
Requests can be sent to wpcdradio@
parkland.edu and called in to 21-3733790.
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